Maths

English

In Maths we will be

Comparing and measuring length
and height.

Learning how to use a ruler accurately.

Solving length and height problems.

Comparing and measuring mass and capacity.

Solving weight and capacity problems.

Continuing to count in forwards and backwards in
2s, 5s and 10s.

Recapping our numbers bonds to 10.

In English we will be focusing on fiction stories linked
to Space. We will be looking at the stories ‘Whatever
Next’ and ‘Q-Pottle 5’. and we will also be writing a set
of instructions linked to building a rocket. Within these
topics the children will get opportunities to explore
characters, sequence the stories, answer comprehensions questions. The children will also learn about features of a letter and how to write letter.
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Year 1
Elder and Hawthorn

In PE the children will be learning about the
importance of PE and how this helps keep us
healthy. We will be learning to control our
bodies and how to throw and catch a range of
balls effectively.
Children in school will need their outdoor PE
kits on a Wednesday and indoor PE Kits on a
Thursday
Year 1 notices
We will be providing children with an additional
homework book ‘Maths Mental Workout’. Please
collect this book on Thursday 25th February when
you collect your child’s reading book.
Please can jumpers be named so that they are easily identifiable.
It is important that children bring a water bottle
to school each day as we are unable to use share
cups.
PE will be outdoor on a Wednesday—please provide
appropriate warm labelled clothing.

Miss Horsfall/ Mrs Ledger
Mr Whittam
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PSHCE– The children will be learning
about being safe and our changing
body.
Computing– In computing the children will be developing their mouse
and keyboard skills. They will be will be using Microsoft Word to
write lists and instructions linked to building a rocket.
Music– We will be exploring space through music, movement,
chanting and the playing of tuned instruments
History— This half term our History topic is ‘Great Inventions–
Transport’. The topic will include looking at the first aeroplane
flight and the development of the railways.
Geography– Our Geography topic is ‘People and our communities’
where the children will take four journeys around the world.
Starting with their local area, they then look at coastal, rainforest,
dry (desert) and world city locations
Science– This half term our topic is called ‘On Safari’. Within the
topic the children will get the opportunity to identify mini beasts,
classify if they are invertebrates or vertebrates as well as some
investigation work.
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Children break up from school– Thursday 1st
April 2021
Children return to school– Monday 19th April
2021

